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Abstract
We study the impact of corruption scandals on organ procurement by identifying the behavioral response of the medical staff to the disclosure of these scandals. We exploit two
cases that occurred in one of the largest Italian hospitals involving either the management or
the surgeons at the transplant center. We measure the perceived level of corruption via the
number of newspaper articles covering those cases and create a new data set that includes
the number of potential donors and our measure of perceived corruption. Our estimates
suggest remarkable effects of corruption perceptions on organ procurement, but only when
corruption involves the surgeons. This result is robust to a number of sensitivity checks. We
interpret the finding as the result of motivation crowding out when medical staff discovers a
colleague is corrupt.
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Introduction
Corruption is a widespread phenomenon all over the world. It affects many realms,

including the health care sector (Vian, 2008). Examples of corrupt practices in health care
systems include physicians’ accepting informal payments to push for the use of selected drugs
and equipment and doctors bribed to bounce patients to the top of waiting lists. In both
cases, the ability to exercise discretionary power and the weaknesses of the institutional
context allow the extraction of economic rents by the staff (Aidt, 2003). Although the direct
effect of corruption, evaluated both in terms of inefficient spending and inequitable access to
services (Mackey and Liang, 2012), is relatively easy to define, the real scale of the problem
is impossible to determine. Estimates provided by Transparency International suggest that
the overall costs of corruption worldwide amount to tens of billions dollars.
However, once corruption is detected and the news is made available to the public, there
are also indirect effects that increase welfare costs. As suggested by a growing body of literature on the impact of media, disclosing corruption does influence the behavior of individuals
affected by corrupt practices. For instance, Ferraz and Finan (2008) and Strömberg (2015)
provide evidence of large effects on the electoral outcomes of incumbent politicians following
disclosure of their corrupt practices. Bottan and Perez-Truglia (2015) show a significant decline both in religious participation and in charitable contributions following a clergy abuse
scandal in the United States.
With reference to health care, only Lichand et al. (2016) offer empirical support to the
existence of indirect effects of corruption following media disclosure. They show that anticorruption programs in Brazil not only reduced spending inefficiencies but social welfare as
well, as hospital beds and immunization coverage declined. This indirect effect was driven
by the behavioral response of staff in charge of procurement, who dramatically reduced
purchases, either because they could not capture rents any more or because they were afraid
of being prosecuted for mistakes. In terms of policy, it is then unclear whether a certain
degree of corruption should be considered acceptable in order to improve welfare.
In this work, we study the indirect effects of corruption in the health care sector. We
focus on the indirect effects of corruption in the health care sector by assessing the behavioral
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response of medical staff to the disclosure of corruption scandals in the Italian National
Health System (NHS). As in Bottan and Perez-Truglia (2015), we are not interested in
corruption per se, but in the scandals covered by the news. In particular, we focus our
attention on how perceptions of corruption driven by media reporting about scandals affect
the organ procurement process by investigating the impact on the behavior of medical staff
involved in Intensive Care Units (ICUs).
We choose to investigate the impact of corruption on the organ procurement process for
several reasons. First, organ transplants, especially kidney and liver transplants, are costeffective compared to other treatments (Mendeloff et al., 2004; Jarl and Gerdtham, 2012).
However, in Italy as elsewhere, there is a significant shortage in the supply of organs (Becker
and Elı́as, 2007). Although the number of solid organ donations (kidneys, hearts, livers,
lungs, pancreas, and intestines) has mounted, so has the number of patients on waiting lists,
making the supply largely insufficient. Despite being ranked among the top fifteen countries
in the world for the number of actual donors, more than 9,000 patients in Italy are still
on organ transplant waiting lists. A reduction in the number of potential donors may be a
negative indirect effect of corruption that can have clear negative welfare consequences on
these patients and their relatives. Second, the organ procurement process is highly based
on trust. Hence, a shock on perceived corruption might affect behavior of medical staff and
patients’ relatives via a decline of individual trust and motivation. Third, Italy is normally
perceived as a country with high levels of corruption. In 2015 the country was ranked 61st
in the world, second to last in the whole European Union (EU) (Transparency International,
2015). Therefore, negative welfare effects are likely more important in Italy than in other
countries.
Our identification strategy is based on the peculiar structure of the organ procurement
process. The initial stage of the process only involves effort by medical staff in ICUs to
identify “potential donors” (defined as brain-dead persons with no medical contraindications
to donation) and to keep them in a state useful for possible organ transplantation. The
fact that this initial stage only involves the medical staff allows us to isolate their reaction
to the disclosure of corruption scandals. No other subjects—e.g., relatives, etc.—usually
interfere during this stage. The lack of interference allows us to identify the response by the
3

medical staff in ICUs, measured through the number of potential donors, following shocks
on perceived corruption induced by the disclosure of scandals in the health care sector.
Constitutional rules provide for health care policies that are decentralized at the regional
level in Italy. Therefore, we focus on one of the most active regional Organ Procurement
Centers: the center for the two northwestern regions of Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, which is
hosted by Molinette Hospital in Turin. With 49.6 potential donors per million people (pmp)
and 28.8 actual donors pmp in 2014, Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta rank high above the Italian
average of 39.4 potential and 23.2 actual donors pmp (Centro Nazionale Trapianti, 2014).
Moreover, in 2001–2002 Molinette Hospital was hit by two important corruption scandals
that were widely covered by media: these are the two corruption scandals that occurred in
the region in our sample period. One scandal involved the management of the hospital, while
a second one directly involved surgeons of the transplant center. The different formal roles
of the subjects involved in the two scandals allow for the analysis of possible heterogeneous
reactions to different types of scandals.
The analysis is based on two newly created data sets. The first data set contains monthly
information on potential reported donors between 2001 and 2005 in the procurement center
hit by the corruption scandals. This procurement center is the hub for all the hospitals
operating in the two Italian regions of Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta; hospitals are our unit of
observation.1 For the second data set, we collected data on the media coverage of corruption
scandals within the local health care sector. We measure the perceived level of corruption
via the number of newspaper articles on these cases. To be sure that our results are not
driven by the choice of the media outlet, we recover data on the same scandals from different
media sources (e.g., different newspapers and television news).
In the baseline empirical analysis, we estimate how the media coverage of corruption
scandals affected the behavior of medical staff in ICUs via the number of potential donors.
Besides the unique role of medical staff effort in identifying potential donors, our identification strategy relies on the exogeneity of corruption scandals with respect to: (i) the number
of patients with health conditions that potentially make them future organ donors, and (ii)
1

Notice that in order to perform a set of robustness checks, we also collected data for the two bordering
regions, Lombardia and Liguria.
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medical staff behavior (absence of anticipation effects).
Our results suggest significant effects of perceived corruption on organ donations stemming from changes in the behavior of health care workers. Following the disclosure of the
scandal involving surgeons, we find a significant negative effect on the number of potential
donors reported to the Organ Procurement Center. Specifically, around 30 articles on the
corruption case involving surgeons (about the number of articles we observe in the month
corresponding to the outbreak of the scandal) would generate a one unit decrease in the
number of potential reported donors. We interpret this as the result of the crowding out
of ICUs’ medical staff motivation in identifying, monitoring, and reporting potential donors
when they know that some of their colleagues are corrupt.
In contrast, we do not find any significant effect stemming from the corruption case
involving the hospital managers, likely because medical staff at ICUs perceive managers as
different from them. Our results support the idea that before impinging on the potential
donors’ and relatives’ trust towards the health care system, the indirect effect of corruption
affects primarily the NHS workers.2 Additionally, these findings suggest that corruption is
certainly negative for patients’ health, especially when corruption involves the medical staff,
since this will crowd out the motivation of colleagues.
Results are robust to the choice of both the time window around the corruption scandal
and the media outlet reporting the corruption news. The impact appears to be shortlived. Moreover, even if media resonance was national, placebo tests that consider bordering
regions allow us to characterize the impact of scandals as limited to within the administrative
boundaries of the Organ Procurement Center but not limited to the city of Turin.
Our paper lies at the intersection of different strands of literature that investigate corruption, mass media, organ donations, and public service motivation. Alongside the growing
demand for transplants, economic research on organ donations has been on the rise over the
last few decades. Given the ban on a market for human organs in place since 1984 in both
the United States and Europe (Thorne, 2006), the literature has focused on how institutional changes in the default choice or the allocation rules can improve supply (Johnson and
2

A recent body of growing literature explores the impact of mistrust in health care institutions on the
demand for medical care Alsan and Wanamaker (2018).
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Goldstein, 2003; Abadie and Gay, 2006; Kessler and Roth, 2012; Li et al., 2013). However,
given the increasing number of people on waiting lists, economists have also argued in favor
of using incentives (especially financial incentives) to reduce, or even eliminate, the supply
shortage (Becker and Elı́as, 2007; Howard, 2007; Thorne, 2006; Byrne and Thompson, 2001;
Kaserman and Barnett, 2002). Roth (2007) explores how moral constraints can prevent the
use of markets in the allocation of organs, while Elı́as et al. (2015) provide experimental
evidence on how information can modify moral attitudes.
Interestingly, the role of media on organ donations has been discussed so far only by a
strand of medical literature focused on how media affect people’s perception of transplants
(Feeley and Vincent III, 2007; Morgan et al., 2007; Harbaugh et al., 2011). Sensationalism
and exaggerated reporting have a good chance of shaping poor attitudes and beliefs over
donations, making a life-saving activity look like illegal organ trafficking. This literature
identifies the negative influence of media on organ donations as the “Panorama effect”. The
expression originates from a 1980 BBC TV broadcast titled “Panorama” that was meant
to question the validity of “brain death” criteria. Public outrage over this show in the
United Kingdom was widespread, and sudden drops in organ donations followed. More
than one year was needed for the negative effects to be completely reabsorbed (Matesanz,
1996). Some other works in the medical literature focus on a positive analysis of media
reporting about organ donations and transplantation. They provide mixed evidence on the
role of both newspapers and entertainment television, with the latter generally suggesting
the idea of corrupt medical systems exploiting donors (Feeley and Vincent III, 2007; Morgan
et al., 2007; Harbaugh et al., 2011). Corruption and other unethical behaviors disclosed by
media undermine citizens’ trust in public health care (Radin, 2013; Alsan and Wanamaker,
2018), but can also impact the pro-social motivation of the medical staff, a typical trait
characterizing workers in many not-for-profit activities like the public NHS (Gregg et al.,
2011; Kolstad, 2013).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of
the process of organ procurement in Italy. Section 3 offers an overview of the two corruption
scandals we focus on in this work. The data are described in Section 4, while the empirical
analysis is in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 test the implemented empirical strategy and the
6

robustness of results by also providing insights about the underlying mechanism. Section 8
concludes the work.

2

The Process of Organ Procurement in Italy
The Italian system of organ procurement is part of the NHS. The NHS is a universal public

scheme for the provision of health care to citizens. As in other countries such as Spain, the
NHS gives regional governments an important role in managing resources at the local level
(Turati, 2013). Although the framework legislation is defined at the country level, the organ
procurement system is highly decentralized and largely relies on regional Organ Procurement
Centers for managing the whole process of organ donation, retrieval, and transplant. This
highly complex procedure consists of several delicate technical steps, and one single mistake
can potentially jeopardize the end result. Figure 1 provides a description of the main stages
of turning a brain-dead patient into an organ donor.3
The first step of the organ procurement process is the identification and constant monitoring by ICU medical staff of all patients who are irreversibly losing their brain functions
(Step 1).4 When brain death occurs, the anesthetist in charge of the patient must inform the
health hospital manager of the diagnosis and initiate an observation procedure of at least
six hours, normally followed by a confirmation given by a medical board of the death status
(Step 2). This process, which is independent from the donation, is intended to certify a
patient’s death from a legal point of view. A deceased person with no medical contraindications to donation and whose brain death has been assessed is a potential donor (World
Health Organization, 2009). The ICU specialist and/or the local coordinator of the hospital
must report to the reference Organ Procurement Center (regional or inter-regional) all the
information available on the potential donor (potential reported donor ).
This step should be done as soon as possible, in order to avoid deadlocks in the process,
3

The reconstruction of the organ procurement process is based on Venettoni (2007) and Regione Lazio
(2008).
4
Brain or encephalic death is the “irreversible cessation of cerebral and brain stem function characterized
by absence of electrical activity in the brain, blood flow to the brain, and brain function as determined
by clinical assessment of responses. A brain dead person is dead, although his or her cardiopulmonary
functioning may be artificially maintained for some time” (World Health Organization, 2009).
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to minimize the risk of both organ deterioration and clinical death (which occurs when the
hearth stops beating) and to allow the Organ Procurement Center to promptly consult with
the allocation lists (Step 3). During this stage of the process it is extremely important
to carefully monitor patients via mechanical ventilation and other life support measures to
prevent organ deterioration that might originate from cardiac arrest. The maintenance of
the potential donor then requires an active role and an intense effort of all involved staff,
especially of the anesthetists working in the ICU. Staff motivation is crucial in these phases.
In order to convert a potential donor into an actual donor, medical personnel must then
carry out two different evaluations. The first one is a legal evaluation that aims to ascertain
consent to donation (Step 4). The patient’s relatives must be consulted. In the absence
of the patient’s expressed will, it is up to the family to give or deny consent to donation.
If the deceased is a ward of the state, judicial permission must be obtained. Moreover, a
clinical evaluation must be carried out to assess both the suitability of the potential donor to
donate and the functionality of the individual organs (Step 5). If there is no opposition and
the patient is clinically suitable for donation, the medical staff proceeds with organ retrieval
(Step 6). The patient becomes an actual donor.5 Finally, transplant occurs.

3

The Corruption Scandals
Italian regions differ widely in terms of both potential and actual organ donors. Here we

concentrate on Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, two regions located in the northwestern corner
of Italy (Figure A.1) that belong to the same procurement center, which ranks high in terms
of potential and actual donors pmp. To measure the impact of perceived corruption on
potential donors, we concentrate on corruption scandals in the regional health care sectors
in Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta. In particular, we exploit information provided in Le Moglie
and Turati (2018) to identify all corruption scandals reported in the news at the regional level
during the last twenty years. Two cases clearly stand out as those with the highest coverage,
5

The precise definition of an actual donor is: “A deceased or living person from whom at least one solid
organ or part of it has been recovered for the purpose of transplantation” (World Health Organization, 2009).
Here, we are considering just cadaver donations. Notice that, despite being allowed by Law 458/1967, kidney
donations from living persons are quite rare in Italy (Frascà et al., 2009).
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and both involved Molinette Hospital in Turin, the biggest in Piemonte and the thirdlargest nationwide, which also hosts the Regional Procurement Center. The two scandals
involved high-level personnel within the hospital, and allow a comparison between two types
of episodes: an episode involving a hospital’s manager and another episode directly involving
surgeons.6
News about the scandals made media headlines at both the local and the national levels
(an example is in Figure 2), and its effects spread across Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta. The
first scandal started in December 2001 when hospital CEO Luigi Odasso was caught accepting
bribes in his office. In January 2002 Odasso was accused of favoring a patient on a waiting
list for a kidney in exchange for bribes. However, despite the fact that corruption was aimed
at influencing the transplant activity, the events did not directly involve either the specific
units responsible for organ donations or any medical staff of the hospital; therefore, we define
this case as the general case of corruption.
In November 2002 Molinette Hospital was once again in the spotlight for a new and
different corruption scandal. Michele Di Summa, a well-known heart surgeon in charge of the
regional Heart Transplant Center, was accused of accepting large sums of money in exchange
for agreeing to use a supply of cardiac valves from For.Med Padova (which sold Brazilian
valves produced by the company Tri Technologies) and Ingegneria Biomedica (which sold
locally produced devices). The news was highly covered by the media. Figure 3 displays
the front page of La Stampa on November 5, 2002; the main article is about the corruption
scandal involving Di Summa.
When defects were found in some of these valves, in particular the ones produced by
the Brazilian company, Di Summa was arrested along with his colleague Giuseppe Poletti.
Charges leveled at Di Summa accused him of being well aware of the Brazilian valves’
defects and failing to immediately deliver to the Ministry of Health the list of receiving
patients following the ministerial decision to withdraw the valves from the market. The
Brazilian valves were in fact believed to be the cause of death of patients who had the valve
implanted. The scandal had strong resonance at the regional and national levels and was
6

Facts are reconstructed on the basis of the newspaper articles in La Stampa—the same used
for the following analysis. The articles are accessible via the online archive of the same newspaper
www.lastampa.it/archivio-storico.
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intensively covered by local and national media. The episode will be defined as the specific
case of corruption in order to stress the link of the people involved with the organ donation
centers.

4

The Data
We use several sources of information to construct the data set for our analysis. As pre-

viously introduced, our geographical area of interest is two Italian regions, namely Piemonte
and Valle d’Aosta.7 Information on the number of potential reported donors is provided by
the Centro Regionale Trapianti (CRT) for Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta (the Regional Organ
Procurement Center). Data are collected on a monthly basis from 2001 to 2005 to cover
the period pre- and post-scandals, and they refer to each of the 22 hospitals, which are the
spokes of the Organ Procurement Center.
In order to capture the effect played by mass media in reporting on the two cases, we
retrieve the number of articles published by La Stampa, an Italian daily newspaper, using its
online archive. Figure 4 motivates the choice of La Stampa to measure media coverage in the
area of interest. Panel (a) shows the circulation of the five main Italian daily newspapers,
while panel (b) focuses on the two regions of interest for our analysis. At the national level,
the five newspapers reports similar coverage rates—between 3 and 11 percent—with higher
shares for Il Corriere della Sera and La Repubblica. On the contrary, in Piemonte and
Valle d’Aosta, La Stampa is the absolute market leader with a share around 50 percent,
representing one out of two newspapers distributed and read across this area. Nonetheless,
to avoid possible bias induced by the choice of La Stampa as the source of information, we
also collect the number of articles published by the main national newspaper (Il Corriere
della Sera) and transmitted by the regional daily TV news (TGR).8 The high correlation
between different sources of information reinforces the idea that the choice of the source of
information is likely to be free of concerns in our framework (see Table 1).9
7

We will also propose a counterfactual analysis based on the two contiguous regions of Lombardia and
Liguria.
8
Information about corruption cases with a strong geographical connotation are usually discussed in the
regional daily TV news. The regional daily TV news is transmitted by the national television channel Rai 3.
9
As explained below, we define Specific Articles as the ones concerning the specific case of corruption
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Since we focus on different cases of corruption—a general one involving the management
of Molinette Hospital (Odasso case) and another one specifically involving its transplant
unit (Di Summa case)—different keywords are used to browse the archives. In particular,
we consider the word “Odasso” to identify the number of articles related to the first case,
and the words “Di Summa” and “hearth valves” to obtain the number of articles about the
second case. Both sets of information are collected on a monthly basis.
Table 2 reports summary statistics of our sample. As mentioned, the reference period for
our analysis is from 2001 to 2005. All the information is collected on a monthly basis, so we
end up with 1,320 observations. The average number of reported potential donors for each
hospital in the Organ Procurement Center is 0.73 per month with a minimum value of 0 and
a maximum value of 6. We define specific articles (Spec.Art.) as the ones concerning the use
of defective heart valves at Molinette Hospital by a surgeon of the Heart Transplant Center.
The average number of articles was 2.10 per month, with high variability clearly related
to the typical evolutionary pattern characterizing news. A similar variability also arises
when we consider the number of general articles. By general articles (Gen.Art.) we mean
the articles about the case involving Odasso, the manager of the hospital; therefore, these
articles do not directly affect the transplant unit. The television coverage of the scandals
is similar, with an average number of monthly news stories of 1.67 for the specific case and
2.05 for the general case.
The average number of inhabitants is around 1.2 million, with the province of Turin
representing the most populated area with more than 2 millions of inhabitants. On average,
there are more than 50 copies of La Stampa per thousand inhabitants in the two regions of
interest. This number is quite high if we consider that it represents more than half of the
total number of newspapers sold in Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta (see Figure 4).
Figure 5 reports a graphical comparison between the total number of potential reported
donors and the media coverage of the two corruption cases. At least three different periods
might be detected. A first period, starting from January 2001, is characterized by a stable
average level of reported donors. The onset of the general case of corruption seems not to
(Di Summa case). On the other hand, we define General Articles as the ones concerning the general case of
corruption (Odasso case).
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imply any change in organ donations. A second period starts from November 2002, at the
time of the onset of the corruption scandal involving Di Summa. In this case, the trend
in the number of reported donors becomes decreasing. In addition, peaks in the number of
articles are usually counterbalanced by negative peaks in the number of reported donors—
e.g. November 2002—and the vice versa—e.g. May 2003. The third period, starting from
August 2003 is characterized by levels of reported donors closer (or even higher) to those
registered in the period before November 2002.

5

The Indirect Effects of Corruption on Organ Procurement

5.1

The Identification Strategy

Detecting possible indirect effects of corruption is a challenging task. However, the process of organ procurement makes identification easier, allowing us to separate the behaviors
of the medical staff from those of patients’ relatives. In particular, given the process described in Figure 1, when one considers potential donors, the only reaction that matters is
that of professionals working within ICUs.
Let us then consider a simple theoretical framework in which the motivation of medical
staff m is crucial to keeping brain-dead patients in the condition necessary for their organs to
be transplanted (Grant, 2008; Perry et al., 2010). Let m be a function of the individual type
δ, a set of hospital characteristics X, and a measure of individual perception of corruption
p:

m = f (δ, X, p).
We assume

∂m
∂δ

> 0 and

∂m
∂X

(1)

> 0 meaning that: (i) individuals with a higher type (say, a higher

inclination to help others) are characterized by a higher pro-social motivation; and (ii) at
the same time, motivation is positively associated with the availability of both human and
financial resources at the hospital level (say, working in a better-endowed hospital improves
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motivation). Motivation is also related to the individual perception about corruption in the
context in which the staff operates, even more so in the case of public workers. However,
the sign of

∂m
∂p

is unclear a priori: on the one hand, an increase in the level of perceived

corruption may crowd out individuals’ motivation and consequently reduce their effort. On
the other hand, corruption may crowd in motivation, leading individuals to increase their
effort in order to compensate the damage produced by corruption.10
Identification of the impact of corruption on m relies on both the possibility of controlling
for unobserved heterogeneity and on the orthogonality of the corruption scandals with respect
to the outcome of interest. First, we construct a balanced panel data set for all the hospitals
active in the organ procurement process in Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, the regions where the
scandals’ outbreak originated, which allows us to estimate fixed effects models and remove
the bias due to time invariant heterogeneity.11
Second, we exploit exogenous shocks caused by corruption scandals affecting individuals’
perceived level of corruption. The shocks’ exogeneity depends on two orthogonality conditions. The first condition requires that the potential of acute-care ICU patients’ becoming
organ donors is orthogonal with respect to the shocks. This assumption seems reliable, as it
is hard to assume a potential link between the onset of a corruption scandal and the number
of individuals who, for instance, are victims of an accident.12 A possible connection between
corruption scandals and this typology of patients seems untenable.
The second orthogonal condition deals with the reactions of the staff involved in the
process of organ procurement. Exogeneity depends on a possible “anticipation effect”. If
doctors and nurses working in ICUs were aware of the corrupt practices perpetrated by
Odasso and Di Summa before the case was made public, then they would have been able
to change their effort before the scandal. However, this second source of exogeneity seems
to be reliable in our framework. The two corruption scandals did not involve any of the
medical staff engaged in the daily activities related to the organ procurement process. At
10

The impact of perceptions might be related to corruption’s being welfare-enhancing or welfare-reducing.
The case of a patient corrupting a public official, albeit clearly morally unacceptable, will damage social
welfare less than a firm’s bribing public officials to sell low-quality devices. Notice that this might offer an
alternative classification to our general and specific cases of corruption.
11
To provide an example, we do not observe any change in the staff at each ICU between 2001 and 2005.
12
Fatal motor vehicle accidents are one of the main sources of organ donors. See, e.g. Dickert-Conlin et al.
(2011).
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their criminal trial, Odasso and Di Summa denied any involvement of the hospital medical
staff. Moreover, our analysis is based not only on the hospital center directly involved in
the scandals, but on the entire organ procurement system that operates in Piemonte and
Valle d’Aosta. The inclusion of hospital centers not directly hit by the scandal ensures us
a limited potential impact of individual reaction prior to news coverage of the corruption
cases.

5.2

The Empirical Model

The aim of our analysis is to estimate the effect of perceived corruption on the process of
organ procurement, focusing in particular on potential donors. As described in the previous
sections, the process of organ procurement requires an active role of the hospital staff in
identifying, constantly monitoring, and reporting potential donors. We attempt to verify
whether the feeling of mistrust following a scandal involving a public hospital might crowd
out motivation, resulting in a lower number of reported donors. To estimate this effect, we
measure the perception of corruption with the number of newspaper articles dealing with
the two scandals at Molinette Hospital between 2001 and 2005 and adopt the number of
reported potential donors as the main dependent variable of interest.
We estimate the following equation:
P otentialReportedDonors = β1 + β2 SpecArt + β3 GenArt

(2)

+ β 4 X + β5 HospitalF E + β6 M onthF E + β7 Y earF E + u
where P otentialReportedDonors is the number of monthly donors identified by the medical
staff in each hospital center, SpecArt is the number of newspaper articles about the specific
case of corruption, while GenArt is the number of newspaper articles referring to the general
corruption case. As introduced, observations are at monthly level. To take into consideration
possible correlation of news published in adjacent months, we will also replicate the analysis
by considering the total number of news items about the two corruption episodes published
in the last three months. X is a vector containing information for the population at the
provincial level and a measure of the coverage rate by the La Stampa newspaper. Finally,
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hospital, month, and year fixed effects are also included in the model. In particular, hospital
time invariant heterogeneity collects all the variability among different ICUs, for which no
within-changes in staff have been observed during our sample period. Standard errors are
always clustered at the hospital-center level.

5.3

Baseline Estimates

We use La Stampa as source of information to measure the coverage of the two scandals of
interest for this work. Although the choice is driven by several previously explained reasons,
before we introduce the baseline analysis, we check for the existence of possible bias induced
by this choice. Toward this aim we collect the coverage of the two news stories of interest
by alternative media outlets. First, we rely on the coverage by the main national newspaper
(Il Corriere della Sera). Second, we also check an alternative source of information, that
is television news. We collect the number of news stories about the two cases from the
regional daily TV news. Table 1 reports the correlation among the number of articles and
news stories covered by the three different sources of information. The correlation is always
greater than 0.86 for both the general and the specific cases of corruption.13
Table 4 reports the estimates of Equation 2. The upper panel, panel (a), contains the
rough number of articles, while in the bottom panel, panel (b), the same models are estimated
with the number of articles expressed in standard deviations. We start by estimating a
standard linear OLS model in the first two columns. To take into consideration the count
data nature of our dependent variable, a Poisson regression model is estimated in columns
(3) and (4).
OLS estimates shed preliminary light on the impact of news coverage on the number
of potential donors and therefore on the behavior of medical staff in ICUs. An additional
article published the previous month explains a drop in the number of potential donors of
about 0.015 units. The coefficient tends to increase in magnitude when we consider the
average number of news stories in the last three months. This evidence suggests the possible
existence of memory processes. More general cases of corruption do not play a significant
13

To be even more cautious, we will replicate our main analysis by the use of television news instead of
newspaper articles to test for possible different users of the two sources of information.
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role in shaping the behavior of the medical staff involved in the organ procurement process.
The coefficient is never statistically significant.
Results are confirmed when we take into account the count data nature of our dependent
variable. Poisson regression model estimates in columns (3) and (4) suggest the same negative
signs for the coefficients regarding the number of articles about the specific corruption case.
The coefficient is strongly significant in both cases, namely the one exploiting the number of
articles in the current month as an explanatory variable and the one based on the average
number of articles in the last three months. The articles about the general case of corruption
do not play any role in affecting potential reported donors.
To simplify the interpretation of the coefficients in terms of the magnitude of the effect,
Table 5 reports the marginal effects for the Poisson regression models. By comparing Table
4 and 5, we observe that the drop in the number of potential donors due to each article
published in the previous month is bounded between 0.015 and 0.032. When we compare
the OLS and the Poisson models, the size of the effect is similar.
The effect induced by the knowledge of corrupt practices appears as sizable in magnitude.
According to our estimates, the publication of around 30 articles in a month on the specific
corruption case would generate a one unit decrease in the number of potential reported
donors.
Baseline estimates are robust to a set of robustness tests that will be fully discussed in
Section 7. Nonetheless, it is important to discuss here some intuitions on the determinants of
our baseline results. First, we estimate an additional specification based on a more general
definition of media coverage of particular news. In an arbitrary way, we define as intense
media coverage the case of news covered on at least a weekly basis. Instead of using the
number of articles about the corruption cases, we introduce an indicator variable taking the
value of one if there are at least four articles (on average one per week) about the corruption
case in a specific month. Results are reported in Table 6. The effect of the specific number
of articles is negative and strongly significant both in the OLS and in the Poisson models.
The coefficient for the general case is indeed negative in sign and statistically insignificant
when it comes to explain the number of potential reported donors.
A second test for our results is based on the analysis of the time window around the
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corruption scandals used in the study. So far our results are obtained considering the whole
2001–2005 sample period. The idea is to test whether the effect also survives when a smaller
time window (around the scandals) is analyzed. Although estimation precision is likely to be
seriously affected by reducing the sample size when narrowing the time window, coefficients
estimates are important in understanding the direction and size of the effect of interest. As
shown in Figure 6, we focus the attention on four different time windows: 12, 9, 6, and 3
months. Each time window is symmetrical with respect to the onset of the specific case of
corruption (November 2002).14 We estimate the usual effect of the number of articles about
the specific case of corruption as in the Poisson specification in column (3), Table 4. The
figure reports the coefficient for the number of articles and the 95% confidence interval.
The point estimates with the four subsamples are similar in size to the one obtained from
the full sample. Interestingly, estimation precision is not monotonically declining with the
increase in sample size as one would expect. In particular, the 3-month window estimate is
almost as precise as the 12-month window estimate. This finding suggests that estimation
precision is affected by two forces: (i) one that improves precision when increasing sample
size, hence when we enlarge the time window; and (ii) one moving in the opposite direction,
which improves precision the closer we remain to the onset of the scandal. This second force
likely reflects the short memory of the process crowding out staff motivation.
Finally, we check the sensitivity of the results to the source of information used to measure individual exposure to news about corruption scandals. The choice of the newspaper La
Stampa has been widely motivated in the previous sections: this newspaper is acknowledged
in the two regions of interest for this study as the main source of information, especially when
it comes to news with a strong local connection. Television constitutes another important
source of information.15 News with a strong regional connection is usually discussed on a
specific national public television channel (Rai 3), which transmits news twice a day for each
of the twenty Italian regions.16 To test the importance of alternative sources of informa14

In other words, i.e., we re-estimated our model on a reduced subsample that includes only the November
2001 to November 2003 period (12-month window).
15
Newspapers and television were the main sources of news in the years covered by the study. The use of
the internet was still limited.
16
The channel has the same broadcast nationwide, with the exception of the regional TV news (TGR)
that is specific to the region where the television is located.
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tion we collect the information on the number of news about the two corruption scandals
broadcasted by the regional TV news in Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta. As previously shown,
the TV news is strongly correlated with the number of articles in the newspaper therefore
ensuring that the choice of the source of news is likely to be free of concerns. However,
we propose here the estimates of the usual baseline models using TV news as a measure of
perceived corruption. Results are in Table 7. The effect of specific articles is negative and
strongly significant. Moreover, the magnitude is almost the same with respect to the case of
newspaper articles. To provide an example, the effect of one newspaper article in the OLS
model is 0.015, while with TV news the same value is 0.017. Similar considerations apply for
the Poisson regression models. General articles, with the exception of the weak significance
in column (4), are never statistically significant. The source of information used to measure
exposure to corruption news is unlikely to play a relevant role in affecting our results.

6

Bordering Regional Health Care Systems
The identification strategy presented so far is based on the assumption of the exogeneity

of the onset of the corruption scandals that occurred at Molinette Hospital and the media
coverage of these scandals. To test for the exogeneity condition at the basis of the empirical
strategy implemented, we construct a potential counterfactual scenario based on the analysis
of the two regions bordering Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, namely Lombardia and Liguria.
We will propose both a placebo test and a Difference-in-Differences (DiD) model specification
to gain additional confidence in our main findings.

6.1

Placebo Test

We expect the corruption scandals to affect the behavior of staff in the areas directly
hit by the scandals. As the two scandals analyzed in the paper are typical of the area of
Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, there is no reason to expect a similar effect in areas subject to
a different administrative structures with regard to the organ procurement process.
We assembled a new data set with information on organ donation in the Lombardia
and Liguria regions. These regions geographically border Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta, and
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they share many cultural and economic similarities. Appendix A.1 provides the descriptive
statistics for this data set. Similarly to Section 5, we estimate the effect of the number of
articles published by La Stampa about the two cases of corruption at Molinette Hospital in
Turin on the number of potential reported donors in the two bordering regions of Lombardia
and Liguria.
Table 8 reports the results. Both the OLS specification and the Poisson regression model
display similar findings. The number of articles about the case involving Di Summa (Specific
Articles) does not play any role in determining the number of potential reported donors in
the two regions bordering the ones hit by the scandals. The number of potential donors
is also unaffected by the articles covering the general case of corruption (the case involving
Odasso). This evidence confirms how the effect locally detected in the previous analysis does
not reflect a widespread trend involving other transplant centers besides those operating in
the regional health care system directly hit by the scandals.

6.2

Difference-in-Differences Analysis

We further test the robustness of our results considering a DiD framework. The equation
of interest for the analysis in the following is:
P otentialReportedDonors = β1 + β2 T reatment + β3 SpecArt + β4 T reatment ∗ SpecArt
+β 4 X + β5 HospitalF E + β6 M onthF E + β7 Y earF E + u
(3)
where T reatment is an indicator variable taking the value of one for the Piemonte and Valle
d’Aosta regions and zero for the regions of Lombardia and Liguria. We are interested in the
coefficient for the term (T reatment ∗ SpecArt) obtained as the interaction of the treatment
variable and the number of articles about the specific case of corruption in the current month.
As in the baseline, we estimate a model that includes the average number of articles that
appeared in the three months prior to each period considered. The vector X contains a
measure of the population at the provincial level and a measure of the coverage rate by La
Stampa. All models also include hospital, month and year fixed effects.
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Table 9 shows the results. Treated regions display, on average, higher number of potential
reported donors. As discussed before, the organ donation coordination center in Piemonte
and Valle d’Aosta is acknowledged as one of the most active nationwide. The number of
specific articles per se does not affect the number of potential donors. On the contrary,
the interaction term T reatment ∗ SpecArt is negative and highly statistically significant. A
higher number of articles about the specific case of corruption causes a drop in the number
of potential reported donors only in those areas where the scandal occurred.
The effect, despite the inclusion of the counterfactual scenario and the different estimation
strategy, is similar in magnitude with respect to baseline estimates (0.018 versus 0.015 and
0.024 versus 0.027 for the OLS model, while 0.035 versus 0.029 and 0.040 versus 0.043 for the
Poisson model). These results reinforce the interpretation of the scandal as an exogenous
shock affecting only those hospitals operating in the areas directly involved in the scandal
and rule out the possibility of common—e.g. at national level—perception shock influencing
the number of potential reported donors in the two analyzed regions.

7

Additional Robustness Tests
In this section we present an additional set of robustness tests to further corroborate our

findings. We start by testing the choice of the contemporaneous number of articles as an
explanatory variable. In the main analysis, we opt for the number of articles published at
t to avoid concerns related to model misspecification. As we use monthly data, this should
be an acceptable simplification.17 However, we propose here an alternative model based
on the lagged number of articles by focusing on the media coverage at t-1 and t-2. We
verify the estimates’ sensitivity to this scenario by estimating the lagged models in Table 10.
Columns (1) and (3) test the effect of the number of articles published at t-1 on the number
of potential reported donors at time t. The point estimates for both the specific and the
general articles are similar to the ones in the main analysis.
Columns (2) and (4) also add the second lag t-2 to test a possible memory effect. The
17

Newspaper articles are collected on a daily basis, while data about organ donations are at monthly
level. This implies that the media coverage of the scandal in some cases might be after the cases of potential
reported donors.
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results remain similar in this case as well. The effect of the t-1 lag is negative and statistically significant. The coefficients for the second lag display similar size although they are
never statistical significant. This evidence suggests the possible existence of a short-lived
memory process: the impact on the behavior of medical personnel in ICUs appears to be
both geographically limited to regional boundaries (i.e. to all organizations subject to the
same Organ Procurement Center) and quickly disappearing.
Finally, we propose a last test to verify whether the baseline effect is limited to Molinette
Hospital or it spreads over the entire set of hospitals operating under the same regional
coordination center. The test excludes Molinette Hospital, the scandal epicenter. Indeed,
Molinette Hospital is by far the largest center for organ donations in the Piemonte and Valle
d’Aosta areas, with a monthly average of potential reported donors of 2.7 units; it also hosts
the regional coordination center. The average for the other hospital centers is around 0.64
units. The same consideration applies for the standard deviation, which is 1.43 for Molinette
Hospital and 1.02 for the other hospital centers. The reduction in the variability of the
dependent variable might produce higher standard errors, therefore reducing the significance
of coefficients.
Table 11 shows the analysis. Coefficients point estimates are similar to the ones in the
baseline models (Table 4) thus confirming the sign and magnitude of our effect of interest. The similarity with respect to the previous analysis seems suggestive that the effect
we identify is a general effect involving all the institutions and workers located in the same
(geographical and organizational) area where the corruption occurred. Additionally, these
results increase confidence on the lack of possible anticipation effects by individuals working
in the center directly hit by the scandal. This sample consists of those individuals working outside this hospital center, and this restriction does not significantly alter the point
estimates of the effect of interest.

8

Conclusion
Corruption is a pervasive disease and the health care sector is not immune. In this

paper, we show that the negative welfare consequences of corruption cannot be limited to
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accounting for an inefficient level of public spending or inequitable access to care. We need
to include in social costs the indirect effect stemming from corruption made public by media
reporting of corruption scandals.
Our analysis concentrates on the organ procurement process. We study how corruption
scandals reported by newspapers indirectly affect the number of potential donors. In doing so,
we consider the behavioral responses of the medical staff working in all the ICUs at hospitals
under the same Regional Organ Procurement Center to the disclosure of two corruption
scandals at one of the largest Italian hospitals between 2001 and 2005.
We measure the perceived level of corruption via the number of newspaper articles on
these cases, differentiating a specific case of corruption (involving the use of defective heart
valves by a famous heart surgeon) from a generic case of corruption (involving the hospital
CEO who favored prospective patients on the waiting list in exchange for bribes).
The identification strategy is favored by the unique role of the medical staff at ICUs in
keeping potential donors in a physical state useful for their organs to be transplanted and
the exogeneity of corruption scandals with respect to potential donors.
The estimates suggest remarkable effects of the specific case of corruption on organ donations, working via changes in the behavior of health professionals in ICUs. By contrast, we
do not find any significant effect stemming from the corruption case involving the hospital
management. Findings are robust to a number of sensitivity checks: in particular, they
are not driven by the choice of the media outlet used to measure the shock on perceived
corruption or by the choice of the time window around which we estimate the effects of
corruption. The estimated impact appears to be short-lived and limited within the administrative boundaries of the Organ Procurement Center. Even if media resonance was national,
we do not find any evidence on the procurement process in the regions bordering the ones
hit by the scandals.
Our results have important policy implications. First, since the negative welfare consequences stemming from corruption in the health care sector are not limited to inefficient
spending, there is an additional reason to fight corruption. Welfare effects from one case
of corruption (resulting in 30 articles in newspapers) would see a few patients unable to
obtain transplants, depending on the number of solid organs retrieved from each potential
22

donor. This would amount to both more economic resources spent to provide continued
care to patients still on the waiting list and significant losses to their health.18 Second, our
results point to the importance of medical staff trust in understanding the primary effect
of perceived corruption. We usually focus on patients’ and their relatives’ trust. However,
workers’ motivation is likely to be as important, especially in large-scale organizations like
modern hospitals. Implementing effective auditing policies or encouraging whistleblowing
might be a way to promote patients’ health in healthy hospitals.

18

For instance, Jensen et al. (2014) find that avoiding dialysis due to kidney transplantation will yield 2.8
quality-adjusted life years (QALY) and a savings of about e30,000 per patient.
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1: The Process of Organ Procurement in Italy

Notes: The figure shows the structure and different steps of the process of organ procurement in Italy.
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Figure 2: The Corruption Scandal in the Newspaper: The General Case

Notes: The figure shows an article covering the general case of corruption. Source: La Stampa - December
20, 2001. Title: Arrested While Cashing In a 15 Billion Bribe.
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Figure 3: The Corruption Scandal in the Newspaper: The Specific Case

Notes: The figure shows an article covering the specific case of corruption. Source: Front page of La Stampa
- November 5, 2002. Title: Turin, Two Heart Surgeons Behind Bars for Receiving Bribes.

Figure 4: Circulation of the Main Italian Newspapers
(b) Regional level: Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta
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Notes: The figure shows circulation of newspapers in Italy (panel a) and in the two Italian regions Piemonte
and Valle d’Aosta (panel b).
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Figure 5: Media Coverage and Reported Donors
(b)
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Notes: The figure shows the number of reported donors (solid line), the number of articles on the specific
case of corruption (black dashed line), the number of articles about the general case of corruption (gray
dashed line). The vertical lines denote: (a) the onset of the general case of corruption (the arrest of Luigi
Odasso); (b) the onset of the specific case of corruption involving Michele Di Summa.
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Figure 6: Time Windows Around the Corruption Scandal
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Notes: The figure shows point estimates (Poisson regression model) and 95 percent confidence intervals
for the effect of the number of newspapers articles about the specific case of corruption on the number
of potential reported donors. Coefficients are obtained by using four different symmetrical time windows
(12-,9-, 6-, and 3-months) around the onset of the corruption scandal. The horizontal black line corresponds
to the case of the absence of effect induced by the number of articles about the specific case of corruption
on the number of potential reported donors. The red horizontal line corresponds to the coefficient for the
number of articles about the specific case of corruption in the baseline Poisson regression model, column (3)
Table 4.
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Table 1: Correlation Matrix: Different Sources of News
La Stampa

Corriere della Sera

Panel (a): Specific Articles
Corriere della Sera
TV News

0.88***
0.91***

0.95***

Panel (b): General Articles
Corriere della Sera
TV News

0.86***
0.96***

0.93***

*, **, *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Potential Reported Donors
Num. of Specific Art.(t)
Av.Num.Art. Specific (3 months)
Num. of General Art.(t)
Av.Num.Art. General (3 months)
Province Population (1,000)
Coverage La Stampa (x1,000 inhab.)
TV News Specific
TV News General
Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

0.73
2.10
2.09
2.28
2.27
1,187
51.39
1.67
2.05

1.12
5.13
4.06
7.38
6.00
934
11.55
4.84
7.18

Min.

Max.

0
6
0
32
0
19.67
0
40
0
31.67
119 2,243
33.61 71.46
0
34
0
43

1,320

Potential Reported Donors, Number of Specific Articles, Number of General Articles
and TV News coverage are observed monthly.
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Table 3: The Effect of Corruption News on the Number of Potential Donors
OLS
Model
(1)

Poisson Regression
Model
(2)

(3)

(4)

Panel (a): Baseline Results
Spec.Art.(t)

-0.015**
(0.006)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m)
Gen.Art.(t)

-0.029***
(0.009)
-0.027***
(0.009)

-0.002
(0.004)

Av.Gen.Art.(3m)

-0.043***
(0.012)
-0.003
(0.005)

-0.006
(0.006)

-0.008
(0.008)

Panel (b): Standard Deviation
Spec.Art.(t) in s.d.

-0.073**
(0.027)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m) in s.d.
Gen.Art.(t) in s.d.

-0.109***
(0.038)
-0.012
(0.025)

Av.Gen.Art.(3m) in s.d.

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

-0.137***
(0.041)

-0.017
(0.036)
-0.039
(0.034)

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

-0.176***
(0.048)

1,320

1,320

-0.051
(0.045)

X
X
X

X
X
X

1,295
0.53

1,293
0.55

1,320

1,320

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported Donors. All
the models include controls for population and La Stampa coverage rate.
Standard errors are clustered at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 4: The Effect of Corruption News on the Number of Potential Donors
OLS
Model
(1)

Poisson Regression
Model
(2)

(3)

(4)

Panel (a): Baseline Results
Total Articles (t-1)

-0.006*
(0.003)

Av.Tot.Art.(3 months)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

-0.009**
(0.005)
-0.012**
(0.005)

-0.018**
(0.007)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

1,320

1,320

1,320

1,320

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

Dependent Variable:
Number of Potential Reported
Donors. All the models include controls for population and La
Stampa coverage rate. Standard errors are clustered at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%,
5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 5: Marginal Effects
Poisson Regression
Model
(1)

(2)

Panel (a): Baseline Results
Spec.Art.(t)

-0.021***
(0.006)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m)

-0.032***
(0.009)

Panel (b): Standard Deviation
Spec.Art.(t) in s.d.

-0.100***
(0.030)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m) in s.d.

-0.129***
(0.035)

Month FE
Year FE
Hospital FE

X
X
X

X
X
X

Observations

1,320

1,320

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential
Reported Donors. Column (1) contains a control
for the number of articles about the general case of
corruption at t. Column (2) contains a control for
the average number of articles about the general case
of corruption appearing in the last 3 months. All
the models include controls for population and La
Stampa coverage rate. Standard errors are clustered
at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
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Table 6: An Alternative Aggregation of Corruption News

≥ 4 Spec.Art.(t)
≥ 4 Gen.Art.(t)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

OLS
Model

Poisson Regression
Model

(1)

(2)

-0.347***
(0.091)
-0.128
(0.089)

-0.546***
(0.092)
-0.198
(0.137)

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

1,287
0.59
1,320

1,320

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported
Donors. The variables reported in the table are dummy variables taking the value of 1 if there are at least 4 articles in
the corresponding month. All the models include controls for
population and La Stampa coverage rate. Standard errors
are clustered at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 7: Testing Sources of Information: TV News
OLS
Model
(1)
Spec.TV News (t)

(2)

-0.017**
(0.006)

Av.Spec.TV News (3m)
Gen.TV News (t)

(4)

-0.033***
(0.010)

-0.002
(0.004)

-0.056***
(0.011)
-0.003
(0.006)

-0.011
(0.007)

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

(3)

-0.035***
(0.011)

Av.Gen.TV News (3m)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

Poisson Regression
Model

1,320

1,276

-0.014*
(0.008)

X
X
X

X
X
X

1,304
0.47

1,248
0.55

1,320

1,276

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported Donors. TV
news is measured as the number of news stories transmitted monthly by
the regional daily TV news (TGR). All the models include controls for
population. Standard errors are clustered at the hospital center level. *,
**, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
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Table 8: Placebo Test—Contiguous Regions: Lombardia and Liguria
OLS
Model
(1)
Spec.Art.(t)

(4)

0.001
(0.007)

-0.002
(0.003)

-0.000
(0.009)
-0.004
(0.005)

-0.000
(0.005)

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

(3)

-0.000
(0.005)

Av.Gen.Art.(3m)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

(2)

0.001
(0.004)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m)
Gen.Art.(t)

Poisson Regression
Model

3,000

3,000

-0.000
(0.009)

X
X
X

X
X
X

3,054
0.16

3,054
0.16

3,000

3,000

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported
Donors (in Lombardia and Liguria). All the models include controls for population and La Stampa coverage rate (in
Lombardia and Liguria). Standard errors are clustered at the
hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate statistical significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 9: Difference-in-Differences Estimates
OLS
Model

Treatment
Spec.Art.(t)
Treatment*Spec.Art.(t)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

3.467
(3.038)
0.001
(0.003)
-0.018***
(0.006)

3.440
(3.027)

6.507*
(3.399)
0.003
(0.006)
-0.035***
(0.010)

6.537*
(3.403)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m)

-0.001
(0.005)
-0.024***
(0.008)

Treatment*Av.Spec.Art.(3m)
Gen.Art.(t)
Treatment*Gen.Art.(t)

-0.002
(0.003)
0.000
(0.003)

Av.Gen.Art.(3m)

-0.003
(0.005)
-0.001
(0.005)

X
X
X

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

-0.001
(0.008)
-0.040***
(0.011)

0.000
(0.003)
-0.005
(0.003)

Treatment*Av.Gen.Art.(3m)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

Poisson Regression
Model

4,320

4,320

0.001
(0.005)
-0.009*
(0.005)

X
X
X

X
X
X

4,340
0.33

4,357
0.27

4,320

4,320

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported Donors. Columns
(1), (2), (3), and (4) contain a variable Treatment with a value of 1 for the
Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta regions and 0 for the Lombardia and Liguria regions.
All the models include controls for population and La Stampa coverage rate.
Standard errors are clustered at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 10: The Effect of Lagged Number of Articles
OLS
Model

Spec.Art.(t-1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.015**
(0.006)

-0.011*
(0.006)
-0.012
(0.007)
-0.006
(0.006)
0.001
(0.004)

-0.025***
(0.009)

-0.019**
(0.010)
-0.015
(0.012)
-0.007
(0.007)
0.000
(0.006)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

1295.05
0.53

1293.55
0.53

1,320

1,320

Spec.Art.(t-2)
Gen.Art.(t-1)

-0.004
(0.005)

Gen.Art.(t-2)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

Poisson Regression
Model

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

1,320

1,320

-0.006
(0.006)

Dependent Variable: Number of Potential Reported Donors.
All the models include controls for population and La Stampa coverage rate. Standard errors are clustered at the hospital center level. *,
**, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
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Table 11: Exclusion of the Scandal Epicenter
OLS
Model
(1)
Spec.Art.(t)

-0.002
(0.004)

-0.040***
(0.013)
-0.003
(0.006)

-0.004
(0.005)

X
X
X

1,260

(4)

-0.025***
(0.009)

X
X
X

Pearson g.o.f.
P r > χ2
Observations

(3)

-0.023**
(0.009)

Av.Gen.Art.(3m)

Month (M) FE
Year (Y) FE
Hospital (H) FE

(2)

-0.012**
(0.005)

Av.Spec.Art.(3m)
Gen.Art.(t)

Poisson Regression
Model

1,260

-0.005
(0.008)

X
X
X

X
X
X

1,254
0.39

1,251
0.41

1,260

1,260

Dependent variable: Number of Potential Reported Donors. Molinette Hospital is excluded from the analysis. All the models include controls
for population and La Stampa coverage rate. Standard errors are clustered
at the hospital center level. *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Appendix
Figure A.1: Italian Regions—Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta
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Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics—Bordering Regions: Lombardia and Liguria

Potential Reported Donors
N. of Specific Art.(t)
N. of General Art.(t)
Province Population (1,000)
Coverage La Stampa (x1,000 inhab.)
Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

0.55
2.10
2.28
1,652
6.45

1.12
5.13
7.38
1,487
12.72

0
0
0
177
0.26

9
32
40
3,869
58.72

3,000

Potential Reported Donors, Number of Specific Articles, Number of General Articles
and TV News coverage are observed monthly.
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